
PART I
OUT OF THE
WASTE CRISIS
• The waste crisis in Asia and the Pacific and the
   urgent need for change
• An inexpensive solution for transforming waste into  
   resources: The integrated resource recovery centre
• The benefits of waste-to-resource initiatives
• Critical requisites for successful waste-to-resource  
   initiatives
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Growing urban populations and economies across the Asia–Pacific region are 
generating an increasing amount of solid waste. Too often, especially in low- and 
middle-income urban centres, that waste is poorly managed. As a result, a waste 
crisis has emerged. 

A large portion of the solid waste found in low- and middle-income cities is 
organic—up to 80 per cent in some cases. This waste, which includes food scraps 
and garden waste, can be recycled into compost, which represents a vast and 
largely untapped opportunity for cities across the region to manage waste usefully 
while creating jobs. 

Until recently, low- and middle-income cities lacked viable models for making the 
most of this opportunity. Many of the region’s experiments with large and often 
expensive waste-to-resource initiatives using foreign technology have failed. What 
is proving successful are smaller, low-tech, decentralized models, such as the 
integrated resource recovery centre (IRRC) concept developed in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh, home to perhaps some of the most challenging low-income 
conditions globally. The IRRC model has proven to be uniquely suited and highly 
relevant to the realities of low- and middle-income cities. 

The IRRC transforms waste—something typically given no value—into a resource 
that can be sold. Such a waste-to-resource model can bring about sweeping 
changes in the way that societies, governments and markets understand waste. 
The IRRC model also generates a range of economic, social and environmental 
benefits for local communities, businesses and governments, including financial 
savings for municipalities, job creation, reduced environmental pollution and 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
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